Directive Speech Act Politeness in a *Pediksaan* Ritual: A Sociopragmatic Study
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**Abstract**—This study focused on the concern about the decrease in the use of language politeness among young people both in everyday communication and sacred Hindu rituals such as in a *pediksaan* ritual, in which not only the place is made sacred but also things related to the inauguration of a *sulinggih* (high priest) that is, performed in a *Geria*, home of a *brahmana*, who is still holding high the high cultural norms. This study analyzed the type of directive speech act politeness, the forms of language politeness, and the application of directive speech act politeness in the *pediksaan* ritual. The stages of a descriptive qualitative method were employed to achieve those objectives. The population of the study was the people involved in the activity of a *pediksaan* ritual. Since this event is rare, the population was directly used as the study’s sample. The data were collected by observing the *pediksaan* ritual using a recording technique. The data collected were analyzed with a qualitative descriptive method. The study shows that the types of directive speech act politeness in this study are differentiated into linguistic politeness and pragmatic politeness; the forms of directive speech act politeness consist of (a) agreement maxim of suggesting; (b) sympathizing maxim of order and the politeness principles that consist of (a) the politeness principle that applies tact maxim; (b) the politeness principle that applies approbation maxim; and (c) the politeness maxim that applies sympathy maxim.

**Index Terms**—politeness, directive speech act, sociopragmatics

I. INTRODUCTION

Communication among speakers of the Balinese community can be in the Balinese language, in the Indonesian language, or in a code-mixing to create conducive communication (Guifoos et al., 2009; Rasna, 2019). Code-mixing is probably used, especially by those living outside Bali. This is because Balinese has *unda-usuk* (speech level), as put forward by Bagus (2009) and Suwija (2019). This requires its speakers to use the language appropriately and correctly to get a positive effect (Imai et al., 2016; Tsai, 2019). The use of *unda-usuk* in the Balinese language depends on the situation of the conversation, including the sociocultural context (Rahardi, 2017; Rasna, 2018). This condition influences people’s behavior patterns (Boldyrevv & Dubrovskaya, 2016). *Basa madia* is used when a person reprimands others to show a more polite manner but does not want to show the difference in the cast, which reflects the behavior pattern of the society itself (Krenmayer, 2015). Usually, Balinese communicate in *basa singgih* (the high speech level) as the manifestation of speaking etiquette (Rasna, 2019). Speech etiquette requires habituation (Chaer, 2010) as one of the important components of language politeness to develop character (Rasna, 2017).

In an interaction, there will always be a speaker and an interlocutor or interlocutors who use speech acts in speaking to each other. Haryanti (2001) stated that types of speech acts contain implicature based on locution forces which can be classified into assertive, directive, expressive, and commissive. Verbal interactions occur in a learning process (Kusumah, 2019), showing the speakers' interconnection (Alwi, 1993). Hence, communication is concerned with the critical aspect of interaction, which is humanistic (Guifoos et al., 2009) as an engine that creates a harmonious relation to producing maximal performances (Boero et al., 2016).

The focus of this study was directive speech act politeness at the time of interpersonal interactions in a *pediksaan* (inauguration of Balinese Hindu priests) ritual. Directive speech act politeness was selected because, in directive speech act, there are 29 sub-speech acts that require the use of language politeness. This is caused by the fact that the directive sub-speech acts such as ordering, advising, suggesting begging, warning, reprimanding, scolding, driving out, and
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prohibiting need a politeness approach in their performances to avoid hurting the feeling of the interlocutor and directive speech act is one of the most frequent speech acts used in everyday interactions, especially in the pediksaan ritual condition. Pediksaan is naturally a self-purification (Donder, 2008; Subagianta, 2007; Titib, 2007). In the context of politeness and an increase in spirituality, it is not only related to the aspects of behavior and thought but also to the aspect of speaking as stated in the teaching of Sthitaprajna in Bhagawadgita II.54 as follows.

Sthitaprajnasya ka bhava samadhisthasya Kesawas/Sthitaaadhiih kim prabhueseta kim asita vrajeta kim/
Bhagawadgita II.54.

The excerpt above indicates the characteristic of Sthitaprajna, who intensively performs samadhi. It is how he speaks, sits, and moves, including his linguistic expressions (Aderson & Lepore, 2013; Kennedy, 2002). This shows that a person who has been purified (in the pediksaan ritual) must be polite in thinking, behaving, and speaking. This is related to the behavior of speaking as social discourse practice (Kasper, 2011). Linguistic behavior is ideally related to age; the older a person, the more polite he or she is (E. Aziz & Aminudin, 2003; Horvath, 1985). Diksa is the manifestation of the Dharma teaching, as mentioned in Virhaspati Tatwa 25, which becomes everybody's obligation. In this case, Dharma manifests in seven acts: sila, yajna, tapa, dana, pravrtya, diksa, and yoga. If a person was not purified through the diksa ritual during his or her life (sekala) after his or her death, his or her spirit will be purified at the cremation ceremony (niskala), which is called ngaskara ritual coming from the word samskara (Sanskrit) which means self-purification (Titib, 2007).

A speech act is an important topic in pragmatics and sociopragmatics. A directive speech act is a speech act intended by its speaker for the interlocutor to do an act that complies with what is mentioned in the speaker's utterance. To meet this, the speech act must be performed politely to address the interlocutor's feelings (Aziz, 2006). A directive speech act is a speech act that tries to influence the interlocutor to perform an act. In line with Yule (2002), a directive speech act is the type of speech act a speaker uses to order others to do something. This type of speech act states what becomes the desire of the speaker. Levinson (1983) states that the directive speech act is the speech act that encourages the interlocutor to do something, for example, proposing, begging, urging, challenging, ordering, and the like. Briefly, the speech act can “order” the interlocutor to perform an act, both verbally and nonverbally.

Politeness in the directive speech act is very important since the directive speech act is persuasive in character. With the presence of language politeness in directive speeches, it is expected that the interlocutor is not hurt or does not feel harmed. The pediksaan ritual, starting from the plan, the process of the event, or at the time of ritual, needs polite language, especially that which is concerned with directive speech act that is more often used for ordering. Thus, success in language politeness in directive speech act in the interactional function of language that expresses social relations and personal attitude (Ekawati, 2017).

Choice of words (diction) in language politeness must be considered when viewed from the situation, condition, and generation. Generation here means the age level of the speaker and interlocutor, the diction used also differs according to the age level. This conforms to Aziz (2003) and Eckert (1997) that change in a person's language use behavior phenomenon parallels his or her age. However, it is not uncommon for people who are adults or even old to behave like little children. In this case, the directive speech act, moreover the direct one, needs to be performed using language politeness, manifested by selecting dictions (Kuntarno, 2018).

Balinese is one of the variations of languages in the Austronesian language group. The use of Balinese itself can only be seen in Bali, and its spread to the areas outside Bali is very limited. The use of high-level Balinese is needed for certain situations, such as when speaking with strangers, the one with the high cast, or a priest.

Nugroho (2018) stated that the directive speech act is comprised of 29 sub-speech acts: which include ordering, advising, asking for permission, permitting, examining, asking for blessings, proposing, reminding, arbitrating, forcing, seducing, challenging, suggesting, begging, swearing, recommending, reminding, advocating, expecting, inviting, urging, interrupting, reprimanding, scolding, demanding someone to fulfill his or her obligation, persuading, welcoming, driving away, and prohibiting.

Polite language is a variation that keeps the interlocutor's feelings (Pranowo, 2009). In other words, language politeness emphasizes social values, social norms, and paying respect to others' feelings than one's own (Matsumoto, 1988). The forms of polite speech of directive speech acts can occur in speeches such as in the Geriya Mas Kayuputih environment. One of them is the following act.

Mother: Gus Tu, tolong buka gerbangnya! Ada yang datang (Gus Tu, please open the gate! Someone is coming).

A mother's speech was addressed to her child when welcoming a guest to geriya (a brahmana cast home). The child immediately does what his mother ordered him to do: open the gate. In the speech, the mother asked her child to open the gate of their house. In this speech, there is a directive speech act of "ordering”. The sentence "Gus Tu, buka gerbangnya” is the linguistic marker of the directive speech act of ordering. The language politeness is seen in using the word "tolong”. With this word, the interlocutor does not feel burdened to do what the speaker wants him or her to do. The example above was the speech act of order that was found to be used in a geriya. In geriya, politeness in speech is mandatory. Ida Pedanda Istri Mas says that from day to day and from generation to generation, language politeness is dwindling and fading with time.
The problems investigated in this study were: 1) what are the types of politeness of directive speech acts in the pediksaan ritual? 2) What are the forms of politeness of directive speech act in the pediksaan ritual? And 3) how is the directive speech act politeness applied in the pediksaan ritual?

II. METHOD

This study used the design of a descriptive qualitative approach. The qualitative approach was employed to describe Balinese and Indonesian directive speech act politeness in the interpersonal interactions in the pediksaan ritual. The population consisted of the participants involved in speeches in the pediksaan ritual. The population was directly used as the sample of the study. The data were verbal as primary data in directive speech act politeness. The data came from the communication interactions among the speakers in the pediksaan ritual collected through a verbal recording process. The verbal data that came from video recordings were then described to obtain the needed data, namely, types and forms of directive speech acts, politeness, and gestures that might be important for the data as a whole. The data were sorted using the observation method with a recording technique inserted into a data card. The data card was used to record the context, dialog, form of speech, politeness principle used by the speaker, and type of language politeness. The data that had been collected were analyzed using a descriptive qualitative analysis technique.

III. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

A. Types of Directive Speech Act Politeness in the Pediksaan Ritual

As has been stated in the theory part, there were two types of politeness investigated based on the opinion of Agustini (2017), namely (1) linguistic politeness, which covers diction, intonation, and structure, and (2) pragmatic politeness.

(a). Diction Politeness

Diction (word choice) determines whether a speech is polite or not. The following shows the finding of speeches that are polite and those that are not that is related to diction.

Speech data:
(1) Menjadi sulinggih siapapun boleh, tetapi melalui prosedur mekanisme Parisada dong. (Becoming a high priest, anyone can, but it is through the Parisada mechanism procedure, isn’t it?)

Data Context:
Speech (1) was spoken by a priest to the participants of a ritual of a series of events of a pediksaan in Geriya Amera Sari Seraya, Mataram.

Analysis:
According to the Indonesian Big Dictionary (2023), the word dong is usually used at the end of a sentence to give a sweetening or softening effect. Thus, speech (1) is felt to be more polite since it uses the word dong at the end of the sentence.

Speech Data:
(2) Boleh sulinggih yang lain, boleh.

Data Context: the same as above.

Analysis:
Unlike speech (1), speech (2) seems less polite, especially when the speaker is speaking in a formal situation. This is marked by using the question word at the beginning of the sentence without the particle kah, namely the word Boleh. It would feel more polite if it used the question word boleh plus the particle kah when asking questions. Hence the sentence is more polite. So it becomes Bolehkah sulinggih yang lain?

(b). Intonation Politeness

Intonation has a very much effect on the impression that it arises on the interlocutor. The speech will sound polite when the speaker speaks softly as a reflection that he or she can control his or her feeling or emotion when communicating with others. On the contrary, a speaker who speaks with a high tone while his or her interlocutor is at a short distance will give the impression that the speaker cannot speak politely.

Speech Data:
(3) Menjadi sulinggih siapapun boleh, tetapi melalui prosedur mekanisme Parisada dong. (Becoming a high priest, anyone can, but it is through the Parisada mechanism procedure, isn’t it?)

(4) Kalau misalnya mau dewe, ya ndah usah Lembaga Parisadha dong (If for example you want it by yourself, right, no need for Parisadha institution, isn’t it?)

(5) Saya mewakili guru saya, boleh? (I represent my father, may I?)

Data Context:
Speeches (4) and (5) were spoken by a priest to the participants at the time of a pediksaan series of rituals at Geriya Amera Sari Seraya, Mataram, with some emotion since there was an impression that the series of rituals of pediksaan was doubted when they were performed virtually.

Analysis:
Speech (3) was expressed with a flat intonation and softly so that the speaker gave a polite impression. Different from speeches (3), speeches (4) and (5) were spoken with a rather high tone and strongly so that they gave the impression that the speakers were less polite.

c. Structure of Politeness

In communication, many ways can be selected to deliver a message, which can be considered polite. One can view language politeness from the structure of the sentences used in addition to the politeness principle. Sentence politeness, according to Chaer (2010), covers (1) the length of speech, (2) the indirectness of speech, and (3) the use of declarative or interrogative sentences in giving an order.

A speech can become polite when it becomes longer. In general, Indonesians want longer speech forms. This is related to the attitude and culture of Indonesians, who prefer to use small talk in speaking. More specifically, the following are data that are related to that problem.

1. Length of Speech

Speech Data
(6) Boleh begitu? (Can be like that?) (same as above)
(7) Telpon dumun! (call up first!)

Speech Context:
Speeches (6) and (7) were spoken by a priest to the participants of the pediksaan rituals at Geriya Amerta Sari Seraya, Mataram.

Analysis:
Speeches (6) and (7) above have an impression of being less polite since they are short; some words can be added, namely the question word Apakah to sentence (6), which is a question word of smoothing and the word Tolong in a sentence (7). Hence, speeches (6) and (7) above will be more polite if each is changed into Apakah boleh begitu? (Can it be like that?); and Tolong telepon dumun! (Please call up first!)

2. Speech Indirectness

One of the ways to make an expression or a sentence polite is by changing the sentence structure from a direct sentence structure to an indirect one. It is usually very easy to know the intention of the speaker who uses direct sentences, especially when they are imperative. On the contrary, the intention of the speaker who uses indirect imperative sentence structure is unclear, so the interlocutor does not feel that he or she is actually ordered or asked to do something that the speaker wants him or her to do. Based on the document record, the following sentences were found.

Speech Data
(8) Siapa lagi yang menghormati kalau bukan kita? (Who else give respect if not us?)

Speech Context
Speech (8) was spoken by a priest to the participants of the series of pediksaan rituals at Geriya Amerta Sari Seraya, Mataram.

Analysis:
Speech (8) belongs to indirect speech since it is a question sentence, but its content is a request. In this case, the speaker invites the interlocutor to pay respect to people worthy of respect. By using indirect speech, it is felt that the speaker is more polite than direct speech.

B. Pragmatic Politeness

It is difficult to differentiate between pragmatic politeness and linguistic politeness. The speaker's effort to comply with the prevailing norms in society is part of pragmatic politeness. Pragmatic politeness is more related to norms/ethics that prevail in a society following the sociocultural of the community. This pragmatic politeness will strengthen linguistic politeness. Refined words/dictions as honorific forms will change the interlocutor's perception from positive to negative, such as when pragmatic politeness does not support it, such as by showing a frowning expression.

As far as the data that could be collected are concerned, no data of pragmatic politeness can be found. This seems to be caused by some factors, namely (1) the priest's and the committee members' speeches were dominated by monologues rather than dialogues; (2) the ritual that was covered was only one in a series of pediksaan rituals called Resi Ghana ritual, the preparation of pediksaan ritual.

From the data analysis above, it can be concluded that in the context of linguistic politeness, it seems that speeches can be differentiated into two types: polite and less polite. Linguistically, in line with the theory put forward by Agustini (2017), linguistic politeness covers diction, intonation, and structure. The results of this study are partially supported by the finding in Dahlan (2014) that the structures of polite Indonesian sentences of the students found were long and short sentence structures, direct and indirect speeches, speech series, and expressions that mark the politeness of Indonesian speeches.

Some possible factors might cause impoliteness in the series of pediksaan rituals above; first, the speakers do not know the politeness rules that must be obeyed when speaking, especially to speak in a directive form. Second, the
speaker is not aware or is disappointed since there is an event or phenomenon he or she dislikes. Fourth, the habit of using certain dictions that I am actually less polite.

(a). Forms of Politeness of Directive Speech Act

The forms of politeness of directive speech act refer to the form of politeness and the form of directive speech act. The forms of politeness related to the directive speech act are described below. Tact Maxim states that when speaking, the speaker should adhere to the principle of always making others’ losses as small as possible and maximizing the profit of others; Generosity Maxim states that the speaker is expected to be able to reduce his or her profit and make his or her profit as small as possible; Approbation Maxim that states that a person can be regarded to be polite when in speaking he or she always tries to give respect to others; Modesty Maxim that states that speech participants are expected to show modesty by minimizing praises for himself or herself; Agreement Maxim that states that speech participants can develop compatibility or agreement in the speech activities; and Sympathy Maxim that states that speech participants can maximize sympathy attitude between one party and another party.

Meanwhile, a directive speech act is a speech act that encourages the hearer to do something. A directive speech act aims to make the interlocutor be at peace and do an action like what was expressed by the speaker. This speech act needs a good form of politeness for the interlocutor to feel at ease, with no impression of being forced or looked down upon. The forms of directive speech act should be compatible with the rule and social position of the interlocutor so that there will be no misunderstanding that can trigger a conflict, for instance, ordering, asking someone to do something, asking a question, begging, ordering, suggesting, recommending and inviting.

The forms of directive speech act politeness can be described as shown in the following data quotations.

1. Maxim of Agreement that Suggests Something

(9) Committee: Mangku Giri di atas itu, di sana deketin. Mangku Giri di sana, di atas belum.” (Mangku Giri upstairs, there come close to him there, upstairs not yet) Mangku: “Sudah-sudah.” (already)

Analysis:
Data (9) is a conversation between the committee member as the guide of the event and Mangku as the person in charge of the event. The committee member talked to Mangku by his nickname since the speech participant had a close relationship with him and could develop a harmonious relationship in the speech activity. This speech shows an agreement between the speaker and the interlocutor in the form of suggesting “di sana dekat (there, come close)” but still maintained politeness. Leech (1993) stated that in the agreement maxim, the speech participants can develop compatibility or an agreement with each other in the speech activity. In addition, there is closeness between the speaker and the interlocutor so that the communication is fluent. This is supported by Yule (2002), who stated that language politeness is influenced by some factors, including social distance and intimacy factor between a person and others, so other factors such as culture, age, and social status also influence one’s politeness in speaking. With this intimacy factor, speech participants feel very close and are friendly with each other. Lakoff (1980) stated that the scale of solidarity or equality shows that to be polite, a person has to be friendly and always maintain a friendship with each other. To achieve this intention, speakers have to be able to regard the interlocutors as their friends.

2. Sympathy Maxim of Prescribing

(10) Priest: “Wusan sanggar dana wau ajengan, raris tegen-tegenan, raris ajengan caru, raris purwa dak sina.” (After sanggar dana, the next activity is “ajengan”, then “tegen-tegenan”. Then ajengan caru” then “purwa daksina”) Committee member: “Sampun” (All has already been done).

Analysis:
The data above was a conversation between a priest as the event’s guide and the committee member as the event implementer. The priest asked the committee member in polite language with a flat tone and a polite attitude. These speeches show that the speaker and the interlocutor have sympathetic attitudes in speaking. This conforms to Leech’s rule of politeness principle (1990), which states that in the sympathy maxim, the speech participants can maximize the sympathy attitude between one party and another. In addition, the speaker did not use a tone with the impression of forcing in expressing his instruction. This is in line with the requirement to fulfill politeness in speaking as is put forward by Lakoff (1973), that is, the scale of formality, that in order for the speech participants can feel at ease in the speech activity, the speech used should not have a forced tone and should not give an arrogant impression.

3. Sympathy Maxim of Instructing

(11) Priest: “Ampunang dari belakang, nanti susah, di depan niki mantan,langsung ke laur di aruh sebelah kiri (Not from the back. Later it will be difficult, just from the front, directly go out, put it on the left) Committee member: “Sampun sami? (All is done?) Priest: “Melinggih-melinggih!” (Please sit down!)

Analysis:
The data above was a conversation between a priest as the event's guide and a committee member as the implementer. The priest instructed the committee member in a polite language, flat tone, and polite attitude. These speeches show that the speaker and the interlocutor shared sympathy attitudes in speaking. This conforms with Leach's politeness principle (1990), which states that in the sympathy maxim, the speech participants can maximize the sympathy attitude between one party and another. In addition, the speakers do not use a tone that has a forced impression in expressing the instruction. This conforms to the requirement for politeness in speaking as stated by Lakoff (1973), that is, a formality scale that speech participants can feel at ease and comfortable in the speech activity, the speech used should not have a forced tone, and it should not have an arrogant impression.

C. Directive Speech Act Politeness Principle in Pediksaan Ritual

The politeness principle used as the basis of analysis in this study refers to Leech's (1990) politeness principles. There are three politeness principles found to be applied in this study, namely (1) the politeness principle that applies the tact maxim, (2) the politeness principle that applies the approbation maxim, and (3) the politeness principle that applies the sympathy maxim.

(a). Tact Maxim

Every speech participant has to minimize loss for others or maximize profit for others. In Tact Maxim, there is a tendency for the speaker that holds this maxim strongly is judged to be able to avoid enviousness and other attitudes that are usually considered less polite. In the tact maxim, there is a tendency that the longer someone's speech (usually accompanied by an explanation), the greater the person's desire to behave politely toward his speech partner.

Speech Data

(12) Di sinilah kita umat Hindu kan masalah rasa ya. Begini kita itu, kalau rasa ndak nyambung, ndak pade sembahyangnya, ya. (It is here we the Hindus, our problem is feeling, yes. This way we are, if the feeling does not connect, we are not confident in prayer, yes)

Speech Context:

This speech was spoken by Ida Pedanda when explaining the nature of the pediksaan ritual. If we examine it from the series of his speech, the data is a directive speech of advising. In that context, Ida Pedanda (Priest) gave a speech to the audience, in this case, all Hindu followers who were witnessing that virtual ritual, to return to the main principle underlying the Hindu belief that it is a problem of feeling. This speech from Ida Pedanda was strengthened by the presence of the sentence Di sinilah kita umat Hindu kan masalah rasa ya (It is here we, the Hindus, our problem is feeling, right) followed by a sentence that explains it, that is, Begini kita itu, kalau rasa ndak nyambung, ndak pade sembahyangnya ya (if the feeling does not connect, we are not confident in prayer, right). The statement applies the Tact Maxim to eliminate doubt and profit Hindu followers outside Bali Island who could keep performing the pediksaan rituals through the virtual media.

Speech Data

(13) Parisadha Lembaga umat kita. Lembaga tertinggi umat Hindu. Siapa lagi yang menghormati kalau bukan kita (Parisadha is our institution. Hindu highest institution. Who else will respect if we do not)

Speech Context:

This speech was spoken by Ida Pedanda when explaining something related to Pediksaan regulation to all Hindu followers who witnessed the series of Pediksaan rituals in Geriya Amerta Sari Seraya, Mataram.

Analysis:

Speech (13) was spoken by Ida Pedanda when explaining the requirement set by PHDI institutions when someone wants to become a sulinggih or priest. Let's examine it from the series of the speech. The data is a directive speech of advising aimed at respecting Parisadha as in the statement, "Siapa lagi yang menghormati kalau bukan kita" (who else will respect if we do not). In this context, Ida Pedanda also reminded the audience, in this case, all Hindus who witnessed the virtual ritual, that the highest Hindu institution is Parisadha Hindu Dharma Indonesia (PHDI). Data 13 refers to the application of the Tact Maxim shown to maximize the service and profit for all Hindus since the ritual has followed the highest Hindu institution's regulation.

Speech Data

(14) Menjadi seorang rohaniawan harus minimal keputusan Parisadha 40 tahun ke atas, Inilah pelajaran bagi umat Hindu, jangan // menjadi sulinggih (To become a priest one has to be at least, according to Parisadha decision, 40 years old. This is the lesson for the Hindu followers do not // become a priest)

Speech Context:

Speech (14) was spoken by Ida Pedanda when explaining the requirement that was set by the PHDI institution. When someone wants to become a priest, one of the requirements is that the person has to be above 40 years old. The speech is a directive speech of advising aimed at learning from some cases of wanting to become a priest before 40 years old through the statement "Inilah pelajaran bagi umat Hindu” (This is the lesson for the Hindu followers). Ida Pedanda, in this context, also used directive speech act of prohibiting, that is, prohibiting Hindu followers who have not met the
requirement (not yet 40 years old) to become a priest, as shown in the statement “Jangan menjadi sulunggih” (do not become a priest). Data 14 refers to the application of Tact Maxim as shown to maximize the service and profit for all Hindu followers since the ritual has met the highest Hindu institution's regulation.

Speech Data
(15) Dilaksanakan di sini prosesinya, kenapa? Karena tidak boleh tidak permisi pada leluhur. Kitu umat Hindu apapun yang dikerjakan tanpa restu orang tua / leluhur kita tidak akan ketemu apa-apa. (Performed here the procession, why? Since we have to ask permission to our ancestors. We Hindu followers whatever we do without the blessings of our parents/ancestors will not meet anything).

Speech Context:
The speech was spoken by Ida Pedanda Gede Kerta Arsa (a priest) when explaining something related to a series of pediksaan rituals to all Hindu followers who witnessed the ritual at Geriya Amerta Sari Seraya Mataram.

Analysis:
Speech (15) was spoken by Ida Pedanda Gede Kerta Arsa when explaining why the series of processions were performed in Mataram, not in Bandung. This was because the nabe (teacher) of the priest candidate lived in Mataram; if this is related to the context of the speech, a student (a priest candidate) has to ask permission and the blessings of his parents (nabe). The speech is a directive speech that makes it a must for a person who will become a priest to ask permission first and blessings, which are strengthened by the statement “karena tidak boleh tidak permisi pada leluhur” (since it is not allowed without asking permission to the ancestors). Ida Pedanda, in this context, also used directive speech act of reminding, that is, reminding the Hindu followers to always ask for blessings from the ancestors or parents when doing something, as shown in the statement “Kita umat Hindu apapun yang dikerjakan tanpa restu orang tua/leluhur kita ndak akan ketemu apa-apa” (We Hindu followers whatever we do without the blessings of our parents/ancestors will not meet anything). Data 15 refers to the application of the Tact Maxim as shown for the profit for the audience, in this case, all the Hindu followers, since there is the wisdom that if blessings from the ancestors and parents have preceded an activity, it will be successful.

(b). Approbation Maxim

The approbation maxim explains that we can regard a person as polite when in speaking, he or she tries to give appreciation to others. In this maxim, a speaker is obliged to minimize respect toward himself or herself and maximize it toward others.

Speech Data:
(16) Umat meminta untuk nabe saya itu buatkan tirta karena beliau di Lombok, beliau sudah ga bisa, tenaganya sudah tidak mampu. Diwakilkan sama saya, anaknya sekaligus sisianya. (People request my teacher to make tirta since he is in Lombok, he cannot, he is weak. He represents to me, his child and at the same time his student.).

Speech Context:
This speech was spoken by Ida Pedanda Gede Kerta Arsa (a priest) when explaining the chronology of the request from the people until he was asked by his teacher (nabe) to perform a series of Pediksaan rituals.

Analysis:
Data (16), when analyzed comprehensively, was an indirect speech that refers to the directive speech act of asking permission. Ida Pedanda indirectly asked permission from nabe (a teacher), who had given him the mandate to lead a series of pediksaan rituals. The politeness principle in the form of the approbation maxim is shown by the statement “anaknya sekaligus sisianya saya” (his child and, at the same time, his student) as the form of appreciation and respect of a student to a teacher. In addition to giving an appreciation to the nabe, the statement of Ida Pedanda in speech (16) also manifests as the maximizing of respect from a priest to his people who need protection and guidance.

(c). Sympathy Maxim

Speech participants' sympathy maxim is expected to maximize sympathy attitudes toward one another. Antipathy attitude toward a speech participant can be taken as an impolite act. To explain the application of the politeness principle to the sympathy maxim, data (11) and (16) are presented once again.

Speech Data:
(11) Priest: “Ampunang dari belakang, nanti susah, di depan niki manten, langsung ke luar di aruh sebelah kiri (Not from the back, Later it will i be difficult, just from the front, directly go out, put it on the left) Committee member: “Sampun sumi? (All is done?) Priest: “Melinggih-melinggih!” (Please sit down!)

(16) Umat meminta untuk nabe saya itu buatkan tirta karena beliau di Lombok, beliau sudah ga bisa, tenaganya sudah tidak mampu. Diwakilkan sama saya, anaknya sekaligus sisianya. (People request my teacher to make tirta since he is in Lombok, he cannot, he is weak. He represents to me, his child and at the same time his student.).

Data (11) and (16) refer to the directive speech act of prohibiting and asking permission. The politeness Principle in Approbation Maxim in data (11) is shown by the statement “nanti susah, di depan niki manten” (Later, it will be difficult, just from the front). The statement functions as the form of the priest's sympathetic attitude toward the
committee who helped him (*pengayah ida*), who prohibited starting the series of rituals from the back since it was considered more difficult. Meanwhile, the application of the politeness principle of sympathy maxim to data (16) is shown by the statement of the priest, "Beliau sudah ndak bisa, tenaganya sudah ndak mampu" (*He cannot, he is weak*). This statement is a form of sympathy toward the condition of his teacher, who is old and implicitly asking permission to represent serving people.

Based on the result of the data analysis described above, there were three principles of directive speech act politeness in the *pediksaan* ritual, namely (1) the politeness principle that applies the tact maxim, (2) the politeness principle that applies the approbation maxim and (3) the politeness principle that applies sympathy maxim. From the three politeness principles, data supported mostly the politeness principle that applies tact maxim (4 data), which occurred in the directive speech act of advising, reminding, obliging, and prohibiting. The politeness that applies the sympathy maxim was supported by two data that occurred in the directive speech act of prohibiting and asking permission. The politeness that applies the approbation maxim was only supported by 1 data of directive speech act of asking permission. The main politeness principle that was mostly found in the application of the tact maxim was closely related to the characteristic of data that came from speeches in the series of processions of the *pediksaan* ritual. Speeches in this *Pediksaan* ritual mostly came from the speeches of Ida Pedanda Gede Kerta Arsa, whose position was *nabe* (teacher) of the priest candidate who was going to be ordained. According to the result of Paruman Sulinggih Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia of Bali Province from 1990 to 1998 (2000), the most outstanding requirement to become a *nabe* is that the candidate must be calm and wise. The findings of the politeness principles that are dominated by the application of the tact maxim align with the position of the priest as a *nabe* who is required to prioritize the interest and benefit of the people. This confirms Leech’s (1993) opinion that in tact maxim, there is a tendency for the speaker holds firm to the candidate must be calm and wise. The findings of the politeness principles that are dominated by the application of the tact maxim align with the position of the priest as a *nabe* who is required to prioritize the interest and benefit of the people. This confirms Leech’s (1993) opinion that in tact maxim, there is a tendency for the speaker holds firm to the

IV. CONCLUSION

The conclusions of this study are as follows.

1. This study’s types of directive speech act politeness were differentiated into linguistic and pragmatic politeness. Regarding linguistic politeness, it seems that speeches can be differentiated into two types: polite and less polite. Linguistically, whether a speech is polite can be seen from diction, intonation, and structure. As far as the data that have been collected, no data on programmatic politeness could be collected.

2. The form of directive speech act politeness in this study refers to the politeness form and the directive speech act form. Based on the references, the forms of politeness found are 1) agreement maxim of suggestion, 2) sympathy maxim of prescribing, and 3) sympathy maxim of instructing.

3. There are three politeness principles found to be applied in this study: (1) the politeness principle that applies the tact maxim, (2) the politeness principle that applies the approbation maxim, and (3) the politeness principle that applies the sympathy maxim.

This type of sociopragmatic study still needs investigation of other aspects, for example, measuring the politeness scale of groups of different people or in different domains and how politeness expressions differ from one culture to another. This kind of study will enrich the domains of sociopragmatics with its new findings.
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